A major goal of PlantFAdb is to allow users to easily
explore relationships between unusual fatty acid
structures and the plant species that produce them.
Clicking on “Tree” from the home page provides an
overview of the data coverage of the plant kingdom.

The PlantFAdb website and database are based on the superb SOFA database (sofa.mri.bund.de).

A Brief Introduction to PlantFAdb
Clicking at the top on “Tree” initially shows the number of all FA
data points available in the database for each plant Order.
• This roughly gives an idea of how many analyses have been
performed. It is sometimes related to the number of species
that have been analyzed, or the number of publications.
• This also clearly show us that some plant plant orders have
been much more intensively studied than others.

Order

All Gymnosperm and
Angiosperm Orders are
shown, and a few nonvascular plant orders.
(source MOBOT/APweb)

An open circle in this
column indicates no FA
data available for this
Order.

Mouse over will popup a description of
the Orders

• Two drop down boxes are available that will produce a
phylogenetic tree for either a) category of fatty acid or b)
selected individual fatty acids.

The drop down list for “Category” allows
user to display the phylogenetic
distribution of a particular functional
group (e.g. epoxy, cyclopropane, etc.)

The drop down list for “Example molecules”
shows:
Delta notation; common name; systematic name
This list provides faster access to some FA
structures and illustrates features of PlantFAdb

Choosing 8:0 from the drop down list displays the plant orders that
have been reported to produce 8:0 and the maximum wt% reported
for each order.
• Clicking on the Myrtales Node expands to Family and species.
• Clicking on the Bar in the graph provides species and publications.

Choosing 8:0 from the drop down list displays the plant orders that have been
reported to produce 8:0 and the maximum wt% reported for each order.
• Clicking on the Myrtales Node expands display to Family and species.
• Clicking on the Bar in the graph provides data and publications.

Clicking on Myrtales node
expands the tree to
Families within this order

Clicking on Lyrtharaceae
node expands the tree to
Genus species within this
order

Click on bar in graph to
see publications and
individual data points for
species

The “Fatty Acids” main page provides a list of FA
structures in the database. Initially it is sorted by MW
and only FA with data points in the database are shown.

Searching is currently based on case insensitive
exact matching to any part of text. Simple
query will search info in any of the columns of
this page.
You can also select a list of hydroxy fatty acids
by searching with term 'hydroxy'. To select a
list of cyclo fatty acids, search with term 'cyc'.
Other general terms are:
epoxy, yne,
octadece, cpa, cpe, C22, etc.

From Fatty Acid page to phylogenetic information….....

Links to underlying
SOFA data tables

Clicking FA name brings
page with links to other
databases, plants that
produce the FA,
publications, and more..

A page for each
fatty acid

Links to other
databases

8:0 wt% in
species
Publications reporting 8:0 in seeds

Species ranked
in order of
highest 8:0
content

Note: Many publications report FA contents as 18:1, 18:2, 18:3 etc. without specifying double bond position or
configuration whereas other analyses specify oleic (18:1 delta 9c), linoleic acid, etc. SOFA (and PlantFAdb) store these data
separately. (In future user will be able to group these.)
The data are also plotted separately on graphs that compile data for multiple publications. (In future user will be able to group these)

3083 data points
for linolenic acid

Structure is ambiguous

2988 data points
for 18:3

The initial Plants page
is sorted
alphabetically by
Genus but users can
sort on other columns
All names are searchable,
including those used by SOFA
(which are not shown on this
page).

Clicking on species
name will bring up
this page à

Original SOFA
family and
species names

Data are compiled from multiple publications.
Mouse over individual data points for link to data and publications.
FA composition graphs
are only intended as an
overview. You can get to
the publications and data
points by clicking various
places.

Clicking on 18:1 data points in
graph brings list of publications
underlying the values for 18:1

Links to underlying
SOFA data tables

Plants list filtered to
show Brassica napus

Why are there many “plants” listed for Brassica napus?
SOFA created a separate table for every FA analysis for every plant species from every publication.
If the plant species name was in any way different (spelling, variety, geographical origin, etc.) we did
NOT condense these plant names.
However, as shown on the sesame page, we did condense data graphically if the SOFA text for
plant name was identical.
In the future we hope to further condense plant names.

Literature
Abstracts provided
when we could find
them

Hundreds of unpublished FA analyses from SOFA
are also included

DOI is available for
~1000 publications
and provides link to
full text

Simple query will
search on author,
title, abstract,
Journal, Year, ID

How much of the plant kingdom has been surveyed?

What branches in plant evolution are missing FA data and can
we discover new plant FA structures in these branches?
Analysis of seeds of thousands of plant species has revealed the
occurrence of hundreds of different fatty acid structures. Are there
more unique fatty acid structures still to be discovered? Examination
of all the plant species represented in PlantFAdb, together with
recent phylogenetic information allows us to identify branches in
plant evolution whose seeds may not have been analyzed for fatty
acid composition.
Approximately 25% of plant orders and 50% of plant families have
not been analyzed for FA composition. Therefore, many new fatty
acid structures remain to be discovered!!
Order

Open circles by the Order
names on the tree
highlight the branches of
plant evolution most
lacking in seed FA
analysis.

Many other features of the website and database are not described here, but can
be discovered by clicking on links.
Future: We hope to add information on genes, enzymes and pathways for
synthesis of unusual fatty acids, and which pathways are still unknown.

Note: PlantFAdb does not include data from SOFA for tocopherols, sterols, and triacylglycerol structures. Links to the original SOFA website
tables are provided in PlantFAdb for each publication. It is likely that some mistakes have been made during incorporation of SOFA
information into PlantFAdb. Please notify John Ohlrogge if you find these.

